Missing person wanted by the police

SAMBRSCHIZKI, EUGEN; 21 years of age

Born on 5/XII/1981 in Dshangi-Dsher/ Kirgistan, nationality of German origin
182 cms (6 foot 1 1/5 inches) tall, slim-built, German and Russian-speaking
light brown-haired, brown-eyed, of male gender
with a liver spot on the left-hand side of his back
Presumably wearing black-coloured denims, a light black pullover,
black shoes with widened toes
Carrying a black rucksack, of the brand name NIKE, provided with
red insets; there are the words: "Just do it" imprinted on it as well
as five Christian names in handwriting which read as follows:
"Eugen","Waldemar","Rebecca","Durmus","Nancy" using some
white lettering against a black background

Who can give details of the lost person's whereabouts?
Who remained in contact with him later than the date of September 22nd 2002?
Mr Sambrschizki and his friend Pfaller Sabine left home in Ingolstadt together. Both
of them are classified as belonging to the Ingolstadt drug scene.
The possibility cannot be ruled out that the two fell victim to some crime of violence.
Useful clues from the public are being asked to be given to either the police station in
charge of the case or to any other cop shop, or just send an e-mail letter to us!